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" Trustworthy information provided in a spirit of companionship."This is actually the best source
for readable, up-to-date information-from the world's experts.From the breast health specialists
at Mayo Clinic comes helpful information to the many areas of breast cancer-from prevention,
to care and coping, to survival, to coping with hope. and Rochester, Minn. Thomas J. Smith,
Johns Hopkins Hospital"D."-Henry M.Readers will likely return again and again to this book
seeing that a convenient source of knowledge, insight, and reassurance as they confront the
many decisions required in the treating breast cancer.If you are looking for a in depth, easy-to-
read publication about an often confusing subject, The Mayo Clinic Breasts Cancer Book is for
you., Ph.;, FACS, Professor and Director, Breast Medical Oncology TRAINING CURRICULUM, MD
Anderson Cancer Center" Kuerer, M." Hudis, M.-Clifford A.D., Chief, Breast Cancer Medicine
Service, Memorial Sloan-Kettering Tumor CenterMayo Clinic Cancer Middle is focused on
understanding and discovering brand-new methods to predict, prevent, diagnose and deal
with cancers, transforming the quality of life for cancers patients today and in to the potential.
With a multisite national presence, its three campuses-in Pheonix/Scottsdale, Ariz.; Jacksonville,
Fla.D.-Dr.-offer a wide geographic reach to serve sufferers. Designated as a thorough Cancer
Middle by the National Cancer Institute, Mayo Clinic Cancers Center is a leader in translating
discoveries into effective improvements in patient care.
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Most complete and informative breast cancer book I have read! I am an RN. I was diagnosed
with Stage 1 breast malignancy in May. I acquired this book and many others from my regional
library. I utilized (and am still using) this reserve to greatly help me understand my medical
diagnosis. Even as a nurse there is so very much to consider when choosing treatment and
understanding all the information you receive by your doctors. I liked this book the best. This
reserve has very up-to-date information and covers from the types of breasts cancer to
treatment choices, medical procedures,chemo,radiation,hormone blocking medicines, gene tests.
It really is highly reliable since it is written by doctors at the Mayo Clinic Cancers Center who
will be the world's experts in breast cancers and who give the most up-to-date info. It helped
me navigatein deep waters . Yeah for kids nay for cancer Thank goodness intended for books.
I am a breasts cancer survivor. I rely on this publication. The Mayo Clinic Breasts Cancer book
is affected individual friendly with easy to understand language. (My breast malignancy tumor
made an appearance on my breasts MRI but not on my mammogram used on a single day. In
the event that you or someone you like has this diagnosis this publication is a trusted
companion." Very detailed for those who want to know about the disease If you'r searching for
a detailed description on everything about breasts cancer, this is the book. Before and after
my breast cancer surgery, I have used this book as my guideline. This book packs all of the
reliable information an individual needs in a single place. This book should be required
reading for every woman to learn about reducing risk such as removing ovaries before
menopause reduces risk of breast malignancy by about 50% and testing such as for example
having a breasts MRI and a mammogram if risk elements such as family history, dense breasts or
breast cancer gene. It is obvious, concise and comprehensive.) This book ought to be given to
every girl by her doctor during diagnosis of breast malignancy to empower her with information
so she could make informed decisions while coping with the shock of hearing she has breast
cancer. I am hoping you will never need it, but in the event that you get a BC analysis or know
someone who has gotten one, get this book. I plan to tell everyone I know who is at risk or who
can be diagnosed with breast cancers that she must obtain and read this book. It is
invaluable. The Mayo Clinic Breast Cancer Book Unreadable kindle version This is not a
commentary on the book's content which I'm sure is top quality, however the kindle version.This
book helped me clarify and cope. Totally unreadable on these with bizarre formatting issues
with overlapping and mis-sized text message, pictures certainly in the incorrect place, etc.
Choose the print. Best Breast Cancer Individual Book and Guide This is the best patient guide
to the breast cancer journey. That is a self-explanatory summary of breast cancer compiled by
the Mayo Clinic, in my opinion a respected medical service. October is Breast Tumor
Recognition Month and I cannot think of a better present for every woman to give herself than
this reserve. This reserve helped me feel like I got some control and may better formulate my
queries and role in structuring a plan to treat my tumor. It has good photographs and even
includes a section to ovarian cancer, which usually go hand in hand with bc in case you are
BRCA positive. "The Mayo Clinic Breast Cancer Reserve" is the ideal partner to the "Guide to
Women's Cancers. Susan Love’s breast tumor reserve and The Chemotherapy Survival
Information. I tried scanning this on my kindle fire HDX, paperwhite, iPad and Kindle for Personal
computer. It might also help you. A must have in the event that you get yourself a breast
cancer diagnosis When I was diagnosed with breast cancer, a pal who had gone through it a
year just before me recommended this reserve. It has been a great source in understanding all
the various methods that you go through following the diagnosis. Everywoman's Bible of Breast
Cancer Years ago I actually received "The Mayo Clinic Guidebook to Women's Cancers," that



is today dog-eared from being loaned to family and friends dealing with cancer. In addition, it
helps you formulate questions to question your doctors along the way. This reserve should also
be used by survivors to plan future follow-up. Excellent advice, thorough coverage This was
among 3 books that I found necessary to get me through my year of early-stage breast
cancer treatment. Excellent suggestions, thorough coverage. The additional 2 most-valuables
had been Dr. My parenthood is certainly a joy, my tumor sucks. It clarifies the pathology survey,
the variables on the record, the various kinds of surgery, radiation, chemo, after care,
unwanted effects. And while I have not been identified as having cancer, I do see myself
because the best advocate for my wellness, and make an effort to gather as much information
as I could to be well-informed for decisions I might need to make someday.Having malignancy
is like becoming a parent, you can find feelings and issues you have trouble explaining to
those who usually do not share your situation. Just ordered the 2018 Kindle version
UNREADABLE There exists a problem with the formatting about the Kindle version and I had to
return it. Having breast cancer is overpowering enough without drowning in reams of confusing
information. It is very clear and concise and also way to comprehend. I utilized it when I was
identified as having breast cancer to be an informed patient and to help me make the hard
decisions about treament.Also, very good reference for family and friends to make reference
to.After borrowing from the library 4 times, we decided to go ahead and buy our very own. We
also enjoyed and bought Dr. Susan Love's Breast Reserve. That one can be very detailed,
specifically in explanations of chemo treatments and how each medication acts. Five Stars
Excellent book for people who are diagnosed with breast cancer. Extremely factual and
thorough." Not merely does this volume provide reader-friendly new research on risk factors,
prevention, screening, diagnosing and treatment of breasts cancer, but each chapter can be
strengthened with tales from survivors -- women whose decisions at every stage of treatment
are insightful, encouraging, and invaluable. Unfortunately, the 2018 version isn't available
hardcopy. Exact Item Shown Brand New as described Five Stars My wife likes this stuff and buys
via my a/c, fast shipping otherwise I d/k Five Stars good reference Five Stars Great book with
important information! Five Stars this book has made a differnce in my own life A good guide
about breast cancer An extremely helpful book. Deal with yourself and those you like to "The
Mayo Clinic Breasts Cancer Publication. It answered a few of my questions.
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